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Love and Humour
The openness of heart which Steiner identifies as an
essential quality to cultivate in those who would teach
new generations of children, can only be achieved by
loosening our prejudices’ hold on our sympathies and
antipathies. Likewise the concomitant openness of
mind he encouraged can only be achieved by liberating
our thinking from the constraints of our preconceptions
or idées fixes. It is fair to say that the conclusions we
draw from so many of our fresh and varied day-to-day
experiences are predetermined by our prejudices and
preconceptions.
When children’s behaviour is less than ideal, it is always
being informed by their prejudices and preconceptions
and in order to help them work free of them they must
see us doing the same. The solution is not enhanced
control or improved obedience but the restoration of
the child’s inner mobility and vitality, which would
allow them to develop fresh forms of conduct and
behaviour.

sense of humour! “There is nothing better that you can
bring into the classroom, than humour.” “If humour is
brought in and you can make the children laugh, this is
the very best method of teaching.” “You cannot expect
the children to always be taking things in. Humour is the
soul’s
exhaling. You must bring humour into your teaching…
Humour comes from liveliness. You need to bring some
liveliness into the class… A little humour!”
Humour and laughter release us from the prison of our
preconceptions while ‘love’ liberates us from the r
estraints of our discriminating soul sympathies and
antipathies. Free of our prejudices and preconceptions
we have half a chance to see the surprising, unexpected
reality emerge from the mist around us, allowing us to
make
sound
decisions
in
life!
Rod Tomlinson

What releases us from our prejudicial sympathies and
antipathies? I would argue that it is genuine, universal
soul empathy for the child which can always see
beyond the behaviour, to the struggling human being.
When a child senses this humanity, their humanity
responds in kind. This universal soul sympathy and
genuine interest in the human being, works like water
does when it courses over salt, by dissolving all fixity of
prejudicial sympathies and antipathies, allowing fresh
configurations to emerge.
Steiner used the German word liebe, for this universal
soul sympathy. “Children remain disciplined only
because they love the teacher.” “We will do badly if we
educate on the basis of fear of punishment and hope
for good grades, but we will do well if we teach out of
love.” “Love is for the world what the sun is for outer
life. No soul could live if love departed from the world.”
How can we similarly address the fixed ideas or
preconceptions which hinder full growth and
development? Given what he had to say about the role
of humour in education, Steiner might have suggested a
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Secondary School Athletics Carnival Day
The students were given the chance to compete in track
and field events, and to challenge themselves to push
their personal barriers of strength and speed.

Class 4 Geography

Thank you to Greg for organising this excellent event!

Class 4 have just finished a Geography Main
Lesson. Last week we went for a walk to Silver Falls and
discovered that it is on Browns River. We also went to
visit Matt and Rachael at the Spatial Sciences building at
UTAS. We learnt about the mapping research that they
do there, then played in their augmented reality
sandpit and flew some mini drones over large maps of
Hobart and Launceston. The children had a wonderful
time and we would like to send out a big thank you to
Matt and Rachael for sharing their work with us.
Bel

Class 5 Camp
Class 5 headed to Cape Huay for their camp as part of
their

Local

Region

Main

Lesson.

Learning about the botanical, geomorphological, and
historical elements of Tasmania is incredibly engaging especially on location!

News and Events
ILF Book Sale
The ILF Book Sale is coming to
Tarremah!!
The Indigenous Literacy Foundation (ILF) aims to raise literacy levels and improve the lives and opportunities of
Indigenous children living in remote and isolated
regions. This is done by providing books and literacy
resources to communities and raising broad community
awareness of Indigenous literacy issues.

biennially in every ‘even’ year subsequently – 2022,
2024 etc.
Thank you again for everyone’s participation in previous
years – the benefits to the school from the results of
these surveys cannot be overstated – and we look
forward to hearing more from you all in next year’s
surveys!

Fairy Wren Playgroup
Spring has sprung and our playgroup
is a hive of activity. During this term
we've been digging up our veggie
patch and planting potatoes. The
children love to 'work' beside the
adults digging with their spades,
placing a potato (or two) in the hole
and watering them in well.

On Friday the 29 November Tarremah will be hosting a
Book Sale that will take place in the Hall foyer. Classes
will come over one by one with their teacher. Books will
be either $1.00 or $2.00 and all money from the Book
Sale will be donated to The ILF.
Students are encouraged to donate second-hand books
(that are in good condition) for the Book Sale. These
can be dropped off at the Library from Monday the 25
November. The more books donated the bigger the
Book Sale!
Abbey Vincent
Library Technician

Biennial Surveys from 2020
Since 2015, Tarremah has been surveying parents and
senior students (Classes 8, 9 & 10) annually.
This has allowed the school to capture critical feedback
on perceived strengths and weaknesses, current
relevance and impacts of Strategic goals, to help inform
the School Improvement Plans and to provide
constructive feedback to High School staff for planning
and professional development.
It was initially decided by the School Executive to conduct these surveys annually to provide longitudinal data
to identify any characteristic trends as early as possible.
Considering our limited resources, the inevitable
burden on some of our staff and the concern not to
overtax members of the community unduly, the School
Executive and the School Council, in consultation with
the Independent Schools of Tasmania, have reviewed
the wisdom of continuing the surveys annually and
determined that as much can be gained now by
surveying members of the community and senior
students biennially.
This has the consequence that the surveys will not be
conducted this year but again in 2020 and then

"This is my wee garden
I'll rake it with care and it will grow a lot
Peas and carrots and salad from seed
I'll plant and water it well and pull out the weeds
The sun will shine brightly and bathe my garden in light
And all my plants will be happy and taste just right!
Here, try some... have a bite
by Betty Jones
Last week we churned cream into butter to enjoy with
our freshly baked bread buns for morning tea. We filled
a clean jar that was small enough to fit into the
children's hands with cream and a few marbles ... and
took turns giving it a good shake. Children and adults
were very enthusiastic shakers. Harriet was delighted to
hear the marbles making music as she shook the jar.
Within a very short time the whey had separated and
we had lovely, soft, fresh butter.
While the children are busy at play, parents have been
working steadily on their craft projects. We start the
year sewing a craft bag. This is a great opportunity for
parents who haven't sewn before to learn new skills
that can be taken into the home. It also provides a
valuable example for children to imitate.
We have some fun activities planned to round up the
year. This week we'll be washing fleece for next years
craft projects. And on the
last week of term we'll be in
the festive mood making
Christmas biscuits.
Karen Bright

Thursday Tuckshop
Vegetarian or Meat Bolognaise Pasta: $5 Lge Sml $2

Spring Fair
What a magnificent day! The sun shone and all around
was an effervescent Spring energy. The colour, the hand
crafts, the entertainment, all the magnificent food and

Yoghurt Fruit Smoothies $2
GF and DF options
Only available for classes 1-10, and teachers.

the gentle and welcoming spirit was a testament to the

To make the Tuckshop run smoothly and quickly we do

uniqueness and magic of our school. It was such a

need volunteers, please sign up to the online roster

pleasure to see Tarremah shine!

below (bookmark it, so you can access at any time).

And just like that, all the magic Tarremah elves who

https://signup.zone/xDWmhgHwnSq4mnMDT

brought the whole day to fruition, swept through the
school in the blink of an eye and all was packed away
and restored back to normal for the final weeks of
term. Til next time :)

Heartwarmers Cafe
Our beautiful Heartwarmers cafe will continue every
Wednesday in the hall foyer. We are so very grateful for
this opportunity for our community (including little

A MASSIVE thank-you to our wonderful community for

people!) to come together in a warm and nurturing

joining hearts and hands to create such a special day for

environment. If there are any grandparents who would

us all. Every single contribution makes these events not

love to volunteer some time (serving warm drinks,

only possible but magnificent and we are so very

clean up etc. ) to this wonderful initiative please contact

grateful for your ongoing support.

us at tarremahpandf@gmail.com

Christmas Market

P&F Meeting

Wednesday 11 December, 2:30pm—6pm, Hall

Meeting dates for 2020 to be advised.

Our much loved Christmas Market is a happy afternoon

We meet in the Honeysuckle room (beside the office)

that sees us shopping for beautiful hand made Steiner

from 6pm one Tuesday per month to share tea,

inspired wares, listening to carols and stories, eating

laughter and visions to enrich our school community.

delicious food and enjoying the company of our school

Please email us if you would like to come along:

friends. And after the sometimes hectic pace of a school

tarremahpandf@gmail.com

year it’s so calming to be able to linger until six with our
beloved community.

We would love to see you there!

We are looking for some lovely parents, teachers,
grandparents??? to lead the Christmas carol singing.
This adds such a festive atmosphere to this end of year
market so please contact Kylee (school market
coordinator) if you’re keen. There are also a couple of
extra stall spaces available but get in quick because we

Publishing details

are almost completely filled. Contact Kylee at
mrscarter1975.kc@gmail.com with any enquiries.
These wonderful out of school hours events require the
support and cooperation of our parent body to be
responsible for the supervision of their children and to
remind them that the rest of the school is out of
bounds. We are grateful for your support.
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